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What structure do you expect?

So I can adapt

So you think abstractly about the structure of a typical lecture

So I can learn from you
Lecture Goals

- Definition of Project
- Impact on Teaching Activities
- Techniques
- Tools
- Principles/Data
Projects vs. Non-Projects

- Compute the product of two numbers: **X**
- Write an essay: **✓**
- Describe body’s response to a health problem: **X**
- Classify a species: **X**
- Assemble a device: **✓**
- Create a software program: **✓**
- Theorem proof: **✓**

**Tangible “Virtual or Physical” Artifact**
**Real-World Problem**
**More than one Solution to Problem**
**Industrial-Strength Tools**
**Degree of Projectess!**

Pedagogy Styles

- Compute the product of two numbers
- Write an essay
- Describe body’s response to a health problem
- Classify a species
- Assemble a device
- Create a software program
- Theorem proof

Inductive:
- Tangible “Virtual or Physical” Artifact
- Real-World Problem
- More than one Solution to Problem
- Industrial-Strength Tools

Deductive:
Inductive vs. Deductive

Example 1
Example 2
Example N

Inductive
General Concept (Abstraction, Algorithm)

Deductive

Inductive Sticks

Deductive used, inductive takes teacher long time to master

Some Students like deductive

Maximum “Projectness” in CS

- Intro to Programming
- Theory of Computation
- Algorithms
- Compilers
- Software Engineering

**Cumulative assignments** addressing real-world problems using real-world tools on creating a semester-long project

- Compilers and Software Engineering can be taught without projects
- Project-based learning is a principle easier applied to certain courses

Why cumulative?
Distributing the Work and Feedback

“Distributed” learning is more effective than “massed” learning

Incremental tutor feedback while doing assignment helps learning

Peer feedback in active learning helps learning


**Principles**

- Student Efficiency
- Instructor Efficiency
- Teaching is Design!
- Programming Projects make it easier or harder to make these tradeoffs?
- What is Special about Programming?
- Project-based Learning
- Inductive Learning
- Distributed Learning
- Incremental Feedback in Assignments
- Active Learning in Classroom
- Collaborative Learning in Assignments
- Collaborative Learning in Classroom

Teaching is Design!
Programming vs Other Projects

- Composing a Lecture
  - Programs can be manipulated by other programs more easily

- Create a Software Program
  - Easier to tell if they are not right
Lecture Goals

- Definition
- Impact on Teaching Activities
- Techniques
- Tools
- Principles/Data
The size of an array (object) can change dynamically during program execution (Please do not confuse an array object with an array variable, which can be assigned different array objects).

- True
- False

```java
int[] assignmentScores = {100, 98, 99, 100, 90, 80};

assignmentScores = new int[] {60, 40, 50};
```

Post-quiz collaboration can resolve confusion

On its own, not project-based learning

CS: Discovery-Promoting Praxis

Debugger and program output provide some answers learned inductively.

They play the role of a collaborator in previous case.

“Teach a person to fish”

Project-based learning

Alternative to lecture, not a step after it.

```java
System.out.println("Length of uninitializedElements: "+uninitializedElements.length);

// Put break point below (for later in the praxis)
uninitializedElements[0] = new ARecursiveFactorialSpreadsheet();
uninitializedElements[0] = new ALoopingFactorialSpreadsheet();
System.out.println(uninitializedElements.length);
System.out.println("Contents of uninitializedElements:" +
    Arrays.toString(uninitializedElements));

// Let's set uninitializedElements to point to a different, new array
uninitializedElements = new FactorialSpreadsheet[] {
    new ALoopingFactorialSpreadsheet()
};
System.out.println("Length of uninitializedElements now: "+
    uninitializedElements.length);
System.out.println("Contents of uninitializedElements:" +
    Arrays.toString(uninitializedElements));

/*
 * (T/F) The size of an array can change dynamically during program
 * execution.
 * This is tricky. Did either of the arrays assigned to uninitializedElements ever change
 * size in this program? Keep in mind that these are two different arrays we are talking about.
 */
```
On its own, not project-based learning

Array Operations

```java
String[] initials = {"JFK", "FDR", "JC", "BC", "RR", "GW", "WW");
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HT</th>
<th>FDR</th>
<th>JC</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>GW</th>
<th>WW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

initials.length → 6

initials[0] → JFK

initials[initials.length-1] → WW

initials[initials.length] → ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException

initials[0] = "HT"

initials[initials.length] = "HT" → ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException

Can be inductive

Efficient

Picture is worth a thousand words

You do not have to go to war to know it is wrong
Hybrid Approach with Quiz-Assignment Transaction

Makes sense to view the recorded lecture after doing the assignment?

Makes sense to do the quiz after the assignment?

Class time is used to view lecture, do praxis and sometimes ask assignment questions
Lecture Goals

- Definition
- Impact on Teaching Activities
- Techniques
- Tools
- Principles/Data
System.out.println("Length of uninitializedElements: "+uninitializedElements.length);

// Put break point below (for later in the praxis)
uninitializedElements[0] = new ARecursiveFactorialSpreadsheet();
uninitializedElements[0] = new ALoopingFactorialSpreadsheet();
System.out.println(uninitializedElements.length);
System.out.println("Contents of uninitializedElements:");
Arrays.toString(uninitializedElements));

// Let's set uninitializedElements to point to a different, new array
uninitializedElements = new FactorialSpreadsheet[] {
    new ALoopingFactorialSpreadsheet()
};

System.out.println("Length of uninitializedElements now: "+
uninitializedElements.length);
System.out.println("Contents of uninitializedElements:");
Arrays.toString(uninitializedElements));

/*
 * (T/F) The size of an array can change dynamically during program
 * execution.
 *
 * This is tricky. Did either of the arrays assigned to uninitializedElements ever change
 * size in this program? Keep in mind that those are two different arrays we are talking about.
 */
Grading Programming Problems

Problem: Write a recursive factorial function

- Tools to grade it?
- How do we adapt the problem to use the tool?
- Consequences of using the tool?
Problem: Write a recursive factorial function

Source-code analysis runs into halting problem

Runtime testing checks a subset of the I/O pairs and cannot check for style such as recursion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number?</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Factorial: 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used in Udacity for small assignments but not projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number?</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Factorial: 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please enter a number?</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Factorial: 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Not tolerant to Inconsequential, intuitive mistakes in I/O
- Allow tool to be invoked before submission
- Students do not have access to all tests
- Reduced creativity
- Reduces natural divergence and hence plagiarism detection
public void testFactorial () {
    Assert.assertTrue(“3! = 6”, Factorial.fact(3) == 6);
}

package functions;
public class Fact {
    public static factorial (int n) { .... }}

Not tolerant to Inconsequential, intuitive mistakes in naming, parameter order and organization

Allow tool to be invoked before submission

Student can hack solution and hardwire solution to test cases

Students do not have access to all tests

Reduced creativity

Reduces natural divergence and hence plagiarism detection
Excessive Waiting Times

60% of the time, students wait for under an hour.

40% of the time, students wait for over an hour.

60% of the time, students wait for under an hour.
The “raise hand” form prompts students to think critically about their issue before asking for help.
Collaboration Allowed and Honor Court

1. You are encouraged and expected to discuss the assignments among yourselves.
2. You are permitted to discuss all aspects of the Java programming language with anyone.
3. You are permitted to discuss solutions at the design level but not at the code level. For example, you are allowed to tell others that you have separate classes in your program for scanning and evaluating expressions, or that you are using a loop instead of recursion for scanning, but are not allowed to show them Java interfaces, classes, while loops or other Java code in your solution. A general rule of thumb is that if you are communicating using a natural language, you are discussing at the design level, but if you are communicating using pseudo or actual code, you are discussing at the code level.
**Part 1: Rotating Fixed Line**

Create a class that implements a line shape that can be rotated around the Java origin (0, 0). The upper left corner of (the bounding box of the line) is always the Java origin. The lower-right corner of the line is always a fixed distance from the origin and can be rotated based on its current angle.

The line should be displayable by ObjectEditor. This means it must have the line properties and annotations expected by ObjectEditor. As the upper left corner is fixed, the line class does not have setters for the location of this point. It also need not have setters for the height and width properties of a line. It should have public methods for setting the radius and angle of (the lower-right corner) of the line. These methods take double values determining the absolute radius and angle.

In addition, the class must have a method to change the angle of the line by a certain amount. This method must take an int argument. You are free to determine the appropriate scale. For example, you might decide that one int unit corresponds to Math.PI/32. In this case, rotating the line by 16 units adds 90 degrees (Math.PI/2) to its angle. This method must call the angle setter.

Try to implement this class on your own before you read the remainder of this paragraph. I believe the easiest way to implement such a line is to declare an internal instance variable that stores the current lower-right corner in an instance of the class APoint we saw in lectures. This variable is not exported as a property to ensure ObjectEditor does not display it. The getter for the height and width property of the line depend on the value assigned to this variable, and the setters for the radius and angle of the line assign a new immutable instance of APoint to the internal variable.
Students Getting Behind

Assignment 4
Assignment 3
Assignment 2
Assignment 1

Assignment 4 Due Date
Assignment 3 Due Date
Assignment 2 Due Date
Assignment 1 Due Date

What if you get permanently behind?

Can shift assignment dates N times if last N assignments will not be done.

But you sacrifice the last N assignments, whose scores will go in fudge factor.
Summary

• Principles
  – Project-based learning, Inductive learning, Distributed learning, Active-learning, Incremental Feedback, Collaborative learning, Student and Instructor Efficiency

• Techniques
  – Discovery-enabling Praxes as an Alternative
  – Quiz/Assignment Transaction
  – Give design away

• Tools
  – Graders based on diff and unit tests
  – Reduce project-based learning and conflict with plagiarism (detectors)
  – Can be mixed and integrated with manual and semi-automatic techniques
  – Research area

• Design space and tradeoffs
  – Constantly evolving and challenging design activity